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Abstracts

Global 4G and 5G Tariff Tracker - Insight into 200+ Operators' 5G pricing - 1-year

subscription

Telecomspricing launched its 4G/5G Tariff Tracker Service in January 2020, then

covering some 40 operators across 20 countries. Since then, many operators including

MVNOs and sub-brands have launched 5G; the Q4 2023 edition covers 246 operators

across 86 countries,.

The Tracker also includes operators' 4G pricing, there are still many operators that to-

date do not make all its plans 5G-ready. This can be easily identified as marked in the

database which technology is used for each plan.

Additionally, telecomspricing provides insight into the latest trends with its 20+ page

report.

The key changes in 5G services include developments in technology aimed at providing

improved coverage in urban areas and inside buildings. Together these developments

provide improved download speeds as well as increased deployments to improve in-

country 5G coverage.

The report identifies that:

5G is made available to a larger audience including the prepaid customer base.

Many sub-brands and MVNOs started to make their services 5G ready with many

levying a charge for 5G.
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Increasingly speed-dependent offers are added to operators' postpaid portfolios.

Operators changes cover from price increases to introducing more unlimited plans to

overhauling their entire portfolios.

Details of upcoming 5G launches.

Other benefits include:

Telecomspricing highlights the changes made from update to update which allows the

user to easily identify the change; and a brief summary of each change is provided with

update.

New operators are added with each update at no extra cost.

Free enquiry service, giving access to our telecoms analyst experts with over 25 years

of experience.

The database provides information such as:

Prices are given in local currencies incl. &excl. tax as well as in Euros for the 1,500

plans covered.

Inclusive allowances for each plan such minutes, SMS, data (GB), roaming, VAS

services, and other benefits offered with a price plan supported by a comment section.

Down and uplink speed

Link to operators's network coverage

5G launch date

Promotion details if available

5G pricing compared with 4G pricing

Service Coverage

4G/5G Postpaid smartphone plans

4G/5G Prepaid smartphone plans
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4G/5G Mobile Broadband

5G FWA

Delivery Method - Every quarter

Excel

Report provding an insight into the latest trends in 5G pricing.

Why should you buy telecomspricing's Global 5G Tracker

Compiled by Tariff Experts with over 30 years of experience in Tariffs

Comprehensive coverage with detailed information for each offering

Quick access to how 4G pricing compares with 5G pricing

Multi-lingual research team

Free Enquiry Service with quick response
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Product name: Global 4G and 5G Tariff Tracker - Insight into 200+ Operators' 5G pricing - 1-year

subscription

Product link: https://marketpublishers.com/r/G24C1E5DA901EN.html

Price: US$ 3,785.00 (Single User License / Electronic Delivery)

If you want to order Corporate License or Hard Copy, please, contact our Customer

Service:

info@marketpublishers.com

Payment

To pay by Credit Card (Visa, MasterCard, American Express, PayPal), please, click

button on product page https://marketpublishers.com/r/G24C1E5DA901EN.html

To pay by Wire Transfer, please, fill in your contact details in the form

below:
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Company:
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City:

Zip code:

Country:

Tel:

Fax:

Your message:

**All fields are required

Custumer signature _______________________________________

Please, note that by ordering from marketpublishers.com you are agreeing to our Terms

& Conditions at https://marketpublishers.com/docs/terms.html

To place an order via fax simply print this form, fill in the information below
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